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 What is MINTsax.de?
MINTsax.de is a community of the  Empfehlungsbund network, where a rejection turns into a recommendation. Leading MINT companies of Central Germany have joined in to recommend each other qualified specialists and managers in the region. MINTsax.de is the start to your career network. MINTsax.de offers MINT jobs and internships in Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Leipzig, Chemnitz, Dresden, Bautzen, and Jena
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      To make your experience with our website as good as possible we provide some comfortable features like a job favorites list or localization settings. These features are using a functional cookie (session-cookie - session-cookies are getting deleted after closing your browser window.) to save your settings while you are surfing on the page. If you dont want our system to use such a cookie, please check your browser settings and set the respective settings like forbid cookies for our domain (details in our privacy policy). We do not need your consent to use this functional cookie, this text is just for your information.
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